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X-irradiated single crystals of sodium inosine (Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O), in which the hypoxanthine base is
present as the N1-deprotonated anion, were investigated using K-band (24 GHz) electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR), electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), and ENDOR induced EPR (EIE) techniques
at 10 K. At least five different radicals were present immediately after irradiation at 10 K.R1, which decayed
upon warming the crystals to 50 K, was identified as the electron-loss product of the parent N1-deprotonated
hypoxanthine base. Hyperfine couplings to HC8 and HC2 were fully characterized with ENDOR spectroscopy,
and the identification was supported by DFT calculations.R2, which also decayed on warming to 50 K,
exhibited nearly equal couplings to HC2 and HC8. Taken in combination with an extensive set of DFT
calculations, the experimental results indicate thatR2 is the (doubly negative) product of electron-gain by
the initially anionic N1-deprotonated hypoxanthine parent.R3, which exhibited hyperfine coupling only to
HC8 could not be identified.R4, which persisted on annealing to 260 K, exhibited one largeR-proton hyperfine
coupling which was fully characterized by ENDOR. Based on DFT calculations and the experimental data,
R4 was identified as the product of net H-abstraction from C5′. The remaining HC5′ was the source of the
measuredR-proton coupling.R5, present at low temperature and the only observable radical after warming
the crystals to room temperature, was identified as the C8-H addition radical. TheR-coupling to HC2 and
â-couplings to the pair of C8 methlyene protons were fully characterized by ENDOR.

Introduction

This work continues a series of investigations into the
ionization-initiated radical products of hypoxanthine derivatives.
The overall goal of the investigations is to understand and
develop descriptions of radiation-initiated radical mechanisms
important for DNA ionization. Although it is not a natural
component of DNA, hypoxanthine is a useful subject because
of its similarities to, and differences from, the natural purine
components of DNA, adenine and guanine. In particular, one
mechanism potentially decisive for the stability or transience
of a radical species is its capability to rapidly donate or accept
protons as a charge neutralization mechanism following electron
loss or gain.1,2 As is shown by the structures below, specific
differences among hypoxanthine, guanine, and adenine are the
distribution of polar regions at positions 1, 2, and 6. These
regions serve as proton acceptors or donors with other polar
species in their immediate molecular environment and thereby
are centrally important to whether proton transfers can occur
rapidly following one-electron ionization of the purine.

The initial study of this series focused on inosine, the riboside
of hypoxanthine.3 More recently, we reported results from

hypoxanthine crystallized from acidic solutions causing proto-
nation at N7.4,5 This report focuses on inosine crystallized from
basic solutions causing deprotonation at N1 (see the structure
below). This N1-deprotonated anionic form of the hypoxanthine
base has no remaining N-H protons; as a result, the base itself
has no capability to deprotonate on electron loss. Thus, this set
of molecules offers the following variety of protons attached
to nitrogen positions in hypoxanthine: protons at N1 and N7
(N7-protonated hypoxanthine), proton at N1 (inosine), and none
(N1-deprotonated hypoxanthine).

Study of the N7-protonated hypoxanthine crystals clearly
identified two major products of ionization-induced proton
transfer involving the purine: deprotonation at N7 following
electron loss, and protonation at N3 following electron gain.
Unfortunately, in the inosine study, it was not possible to
conclusively identify the radical products of hypoxanthine,
although possibilities included electron loss with no deproto-
nation and/or with deprotonation at N1. Thus, the specific goal
for this study was to clarify the results from inosine, while the
broader goal was to characterize the response to oxidation of a
purine system with no readily available avenue for charge
neutralization by deprotonation.
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Experimental Section

High-quality crystals of Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O were prepared
from commercial inosine (Sigma I4125, used as received) by
slow evaporation from high-pH aqueous solutions at room
temperature. Typical solutions consisted of 0.2 M inosine in
0.3 N NaOH. Crystals formed from open solutions within 3-4
days and solutions kept in a desiccator gave crystals after 1
day. Deuterated crystals also were grown in a corresponding
manner from NaOD and D2O solutions kept in a desiccator. (It
turned out that none of the couplings detected by ENDOR were
from exchangeable protons.) Under these conditions, the sodium
salt crystallized with the inosine molecule in the anionic form
via deprotonation at N1 as is mentioned above. The molecule
with the standard numbering system is shown below:

The crystallographic and molecular structure of Na+‚Inosine-

was reported by Klu¨fers and Mayer who found the crystals to
have orthorhombic symmetry belonging to space groupP21212.6

Because of the orthorhombic symmetry, the experimental results
given below are expressed in anxyzsystem based on theabc
crystallographic axes. Moreover, the good quality of the crystals
permitted analysis and reporting of the hydrogen atom positions.

Following irradiation of the crystals to ca. 100 kGy, data were
collected from three independent planes of rotation: about the

〈a〉, 〈b〉, and〈c〉 axes. To resolve the Schonland ambiguity,7 data
was collected from a check plane by rotation of a crystal about
an axis with the polar coordinatesθ ) 163° and φ ) 136°.
Data from each plane was collected from a fresh crystal and
the consistency of the measurements indicates the repeatability
of the data. Previous reports describe the experimental proce-
dures of X irradiation followed by K-band (ca. 23.7 GHz) EPR,
ENDOR, and ENDOR-Induced EPR (EIE) measurements at
liquid helium temperatures. We note that the EPR spectra are
presented in second derivative format, that the ENDOR is in
first derivative format, and that the free-proton frequency for
ENDOR at K-band is approximately 36.0 MHz. Details of the
data collection and analysis methods were previously de-
scribed.5,8

To aid in identifying the radical products, hyperfine couplings
from feasible structures following geometry optimizations were
calculated using Gaussian 03 for Windows (G03W).9 All
computations used DFT methods with the B3LYP functional,10

optimizations used the 6-31G basis set, and hyperfine couplings
were computed with the 6-311G basis.11 More detail on the
computational procedures is given in the discussions of the
specific results below. Previous reports have shown that this
general approach predicts hyperfine couplings which correlate
well with experimental results.12

As well, characteristic directions associated with the aniso-
tropic couplings from EPR crystallography are very helpful in
identifying the radical structures. Recent work has shown that
structures computed from crystallographic coordinates using the
NOSYMM option provide dipolar coupling eigenvectors which
correlate well with the experimental results.13,14Evidently with
this computational approach, molecular reorientations on radical
formation are described well by the geometry changes during
optimization. Thus, for the analyses described below, the G03W
data sets were prepared with Cartesian coordinates obtained from
the crystallographic data and the NOSYMM option.

Results and Discussion

Figures 1 and 2 show EPR, ENDOR, and EIE spectra
recorded at 10 K following irradiation at that temperature.
Numbers labeled on the ENDOR lines correspond to the proton
couplings. EIE and warming techniques were used for grouping

Figure 1. (a) EPR (second derivative) and (b) ENDOR spectra of Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O recorded at 10 K with the external field parallel to the〈b〉
axis. Magnetic field positions labeled a-d in part a indicate the settings for the ENDOR spectra shown in part b. Field setting e was used for the
ENDOR shown in Figure 3. (c) EPR and (d) ENDOR spectra recorded at 10 K with the external field parallel to the〈c〉 axis. Magnetic field
positions f and g in part c indicate the settings for the ENDOR spectra in part d.
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the radicals. As is explained below, the data indicates the
formation and stabilization of at least five different radicals:
R1, R2, R3, R4, and the C8 H-addition radical.

Radical R1: The Electron-Loss Radical.On the basis of
the similar EIE patterns of lines 2 and 7, shown in Figure 2,
these two lines were assigned to the same radical. Analysis of
their full angular dependence, (shown in Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information) gave the results listed in Table 1. (All
nitrogen couplings listed in Table 1 were obtained with the EPR
spectrum-simulation methods discussed below.) As is shown
in Figure 3, lines 2 and 7 disappeared on annealing the crystals
to 50 K.

Coupling 2 is characteristic of anR-coupling to HC8 since
the eigenvectors for minimum and intermediate values deviate
9.0 and 2.0° from the crystallographic C8-H bond direction
and the base perpendicular, respectively. The isotropic compo-

nent of coupling 2 indicates C8 spin density of 0.23 (Qiso
R ) -

70 MHz15) while the dipolar component indicatesF(C8)) 0.25
(Qdip

R ) 38.7 MHz15,16). Although coupling 7 is assigned to
HC2, it has more unusual properties. Specifically, the two
negative components listed in Table 1 (R12) are nearly equal
and noticeably larger in magnitude than the positive component;
these are properties more characteristic of a point dipole
interaction (â-like) than a standardR-coupling.

Previous EPR/ENDOR study of the neutral inosine molecule
in anhydrous inosine crystals found a radicalsnamed RI in that
studyswith a pair of proton couplings very similar to those
from lines 2 and 7 in this study.3 On the basis of the similarities
of the coupling tensors and parent molecules, it seems certain
thatR1 of this study and RI of the earlier one are from a radical
with the same structure.

To aid in the identification ofR1, we calculated couplings
expected from several radical structures based on electron loss
(oxidation) by the parent. Of these, Hx-1

0 and Hx-1,-9
-1 (shown

as structures 1 and 2, respectively)17 gave couplings similar to

those associated with lines 2 and 7 (see Table 2). For Hx-1
0,

the calculated HC8 coupling (eigenvalues and eigenvectors) are
virtually identical to those obtained experimentally for line 2.
In addition, this structure is readily identifiable as the product
of electron loss in Na+:Ino-, and that of electron loss followed
by deprotonation at N1 of inosine.

Also for Hx-1
0 , the coupling values predicted for HC2 match

those of line 7 very well. However, the calculated eigenvectors
correspond poorly to the experimental results for line 7.
Specifically, the calculatedV̂mid corresponds to the experimental
V̂max and vice versa. Close inspection of the computational
results shows predicted spins at N1, C2, and N3 of 0.13,-0.05,

TABLE 1: Hyperfine Couplings for R1 a Formed in Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O X-Irradiated at 10 K

eigenvectorsb

coupling (line) isotropic valueb,c principal valueb,c 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
-24.83 (2) 0.304 (2) -0.767 (1) -0.565 (1)

R11 -16.38 (2) -17.68 (2) -0.853 (1) -0.483 (2) 0.198 (1)
(line 2) -6.62 (2) 0.424 (1) -0.422 (1) 0.801 (1)

-6.40 (3) 0.482 (19) -0.816 (12) -0.318 (6)
R12 -3.56 (5) -5.43 (3) -0.846 (12) -0.528 (19) 0.071 (6)
(line 7) 1.15 (9) 0.226 (5) -0.235 (7) 0.945 (2)

4.98 normal to the ring
N1d 3.43 2.66 in the plane of the ring

2.66 in the plane of the ring

30.66 normal to the ring
N3d 12.93 4.06 in the plane of the ring

4.06 in the plane of the ring

eigenvectorsb

directions from crystal structure 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
base perpendicular -0.86845 -0.45239 0.20283
C8-H bond direction 0.36318 -0.30203 0.88141
C2-H bond direction 0.12216 0.15018 0.98108

a Structure1. b Numbers in parentheses are the estimated uncertainties in the respective values as reported by the statistical analysis.c Couplings
in MHz. d See Spectrum Simulation for a description of the method used to evaluate these.

Figure 2. (a) EPR (second derivative) and (b-g) EIE responses from
each ENDOR line indicated in Figure 1b. The EIE patterns are similar
for lines 2 and 7 which were assigned toR1. Likewise, EIE from lines
1 and 3 are similar and they were assigned toR2. R3 has only one
coupling indicated by line 4;R4 also has only one detectable coupling
indicated by line 6.
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and 0.28, respectively, creating an allyl-like arrangement. The
small amount of spin at C2 means that the coupling to HC2
arises from the composite of all three centers of spin: an
R-interaction from the small negative spin on C2, and the dipolar
component ofâ-interactions from the positive spin on N1 and
N3. We note that the experimentally estimated coupling to N3
is a close match to that predicted, but the experimental value
for N1 is much less than predicted.

Because the HC2 coupling predicted for the Hx-1,-9
-1 struc-

ture also is a good match for the experimental result from line
7, it is necessary to consider this as a possibility forR1.
Formation of Hx-1,-9

-1 from Na+:Ino- would be the net result
of electron loss and cleavage of the N9-C1′ bond. Normally,
cleavage of CN bonds is considered an unlikely mechanism for
ionization-initiated products in solids. However, the recent
discovery that low-energy electrons (LEE) lead to DNA strand
breakage18 indicates the need to consider the LEE mechanism
in the analysis of direct ionization effects. Taken in combination
with the experimental values, the computational results provide
no conclusive basis for distinguishing between Hx-1

0 and
Hx-1,-9

-1 as the identity ofR1. Computational results from both
structures reproduce the experimental HC8 coupling well;,
However, the calculations for the HC2 coupling from Hx-1,-9

-1

agree better with experiment while those from Hx-1
0 more

nearly match experimental estimates for the N3 nitrogen
couplings. It is easy to understand how Hx-1

0 could occur in
both Na+:Ino- and inosine since it is product of simple electron
loss in the former, and of electron loss followed by deprotonation
at N1 in the latter. In contrast, for Hx-1,-9

-1 to be a product of
inosine, it is necessary that the parent undergoes two bond
cleavages (i.e., N1-HN1 and N9-C1′), and it is difficult to
envision both events occurring. Thus, we propose the structure
Hx-1

0 as the most plausible identification forR1 (and RI of the
previous work). With the added note that the HC2 coupling
values are small, and therefore vulnerable to relatively small
geometrical variations, we attribute the discrepancy between
computation and experiment for line 7 and the HC2 coupling
to the result of computation on an isolated vacuum-state
molecule. The consequent difficulty in obtaining the actual
geometry of the product in the solid state has been discussed
previously.14 Thus, it appears that the actual structure ofR1
differs from the optimized vacuum-state geometry of Hx-1

0 in
such a way as to reduce the spin at N1 (or N3) and perhaps to
increase the magnitude of spin at C2.19

Radical 2: The Electron-Gain Radical. As is shown in
Figure 2, lines 1 and 3 exhibited similar EIE patterns, and both
were observed to decay with no detectable successors on
warming the crystals to ca. 50 K (shown in Figure 3). On the
basis of the EIE, lines 1 and 3 were assigned to radicalR2.
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors for both are listed in Table 3.
(Figure S2 of the Supporting Information shows the angular
dependence of this coupling for three planes of data.)

Coupling 1 was assigned to an HC2R-coupling since the
eigenvectors for the minimum and intermediate values differ
by 5.6 and 5.9° from the crystallographic C2-HC2 bond
direction and the base perpendicular, respectively. The isotropic
coupling indicates 0.30 spin density at C2 (Q ) -70 MHz 15),
while the dipolar component indicates 0.28 (Qdip

z ) 38.7
MHz).15,16Coupling 3 was assigned to an HC8R-coupling since
V̂min deviates 8.4° from the crystallographic C8-H bond and
V̂mid deviates 8.4° from the base perpendicular. The isotropic
component of coupling 3 indicates 0.21 spin density at C8, while
the dipolar component indicates 0.28 spin density.

The difference in spin densities indicated by the isotropic
and dipolar components of coupling 3 indicates the likelihood
of bending at the C8 position, probably that the C8-HC8 bond
is bent out of the molecular plane. It is also notable that the
HC2 and HC8 couplings have dipolar parts of similar magnitude
indicating similar spin densities at the two positions.

With the goal of identifying the structure ofR2, we calculated
couplings expected from the electron-gain structures which
seemed most plausible for the purine moiety: the product of
electron gain by the native anionic base (Hx-1

-2), the product of
electron gain and protonation at N1 (Hx-1), and the product of
electron gain plus protonation at O6 (Hx-1,+6

-1 ).20 Calculations
on all three structures predicted significant hyperfine couplings
to HC2 and HC8 as were observed. (See entries 2-4 of Table
4.) However, for Hx-1

-2 and Hx-1,+6
-1 , the predicted HC8 cou-

plings were significantly larger than experiment, and that for
HC2 was significantly smaller. In contrast, for the Hx-1

structure, the situation was reversed.
Computational results from these negatively charged struc-

tures were quite sensitive to whether the basis sets included
diffuse functions. For example, the N9-HN9 and C8-HC8
bonds were bent considerably in the gas-phase structure for
Hx-1

-2 optimized without diffuse functions [B3LYP/6-31G-
(d,p)]. In contrast, the corresponding structure optimized with
diffuse functions [B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)] was planar. Visualiza-
tion of the HOMO for the latter structure showed it to exhibit
severe diffuse character. This was reflected in the computed
hydrogen hyperfine couplings which exhibited point-dipole
character with small dipolar components rather than the normal
R-coupling character exhibited by the experimental results.

Because of their sensitivity to diffuse functions, the computa-
tions indicate that the unpaired electron is loosely bound in a
HOMO extending enough beyond the molecular framework that
these radicals’ surroundings can be significant in determining
the experimentally observed results. In the crystal, a water
molecule is positioned with hydrogen bonds to N1 and O6; O6
also accepts two additional hydrogen bonds, one from another
water and the second from HO2′ of a neighboring molecule.
Therefore, we undertook a set of computations to test the effect
of nearby water on the hyperfine couplings from the gas-phase-
optimized Hx-1

-2 structure.
Couplings for the Hx-1

-2 + H2O cluster geometry-optimized
and calculatedwithoutdiffuse functions (entry 5, Table 4) were
virtually the same as those for Hx-1,+6

-1 and Hx-1
-2 mentioned

above. However, computations at the level of 6-311G(2d,p) on

Figure 3. ENDOR warming study for Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O. The
magnetic field was parallel to the〈b〉 axis and the field was set to the
peak labeled e in Figure 1a. ENDOR lines 2, 7, 1, and 3 all disappeared
on warming to 50 K. Only lines 4, 6, 8, and 10 persisted at higher
temperatures.
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the cluster optimized at 6-31+G(d,p) gave HC2 and HC8 dipolar
couplings more nearly equal, although still somewhat larger than
the experimental values (entry 6, Table 4). Because of the
additional water-like hydrogen bonding to O6, we then calcu-
lated the couplings for Hx-1,+6

-1 , Hx-1
-2, and the Hx-1

-2 + H2O
cluster within a continuum dielectric (ε ) 78.2) using the PCM
method of G03. For all cases, the respective dipolar couplings
were very close to the experimental values (entries 7-9, Table
4). In fact, the b+ values for Hx-1

-2 + H2O are different from
experiment by less than 10%.

The final step was to calculate couplings with the PCM
procedure on variants of the structures in which the C8-HC8
bonds were artificially bent out of the molecular plane.21 The
structures optimized at 6-31+G(d,p) were nominally planar, but
the experimental HC8 coupling showed evidence for pyramidal
character of the bonds to C8. It is known that such character in
the bonds to a center of spin affects the dipolar component
minimally but causes the isotropic coupling component to
become more positive.22 The objective of this step was to test
the possibility that computations with a reasonably bent structure
could approximate the experimental values.

Calculated values from all three artificially bent structures
provide reasonable approximations to the experimental isotropic
and dipolar components (entries 10-12, Table 4). Thus, the
couplings alone provide no conclusive basis for distinguishing
among these as potential structures forR2. Likewise, the
nitrogen couplings computed for the three structures are all
consistent with the estimated experimental values. However,
circumstantial evidence favors Hx-1

-2 for two reasons. First,
Hx-1

-2 and Hx-1
-2 + H2O are not really different for calculations

where both are within the dielectric field of water. It is simply
that the cluster explicitly includes a water molecule within the
continuous water-like dielectric medium in which the PCM
approach embeds the molecule. Second, transfer of a proton to
O6 for forming Hx-1,+6

-1 will certainly be inhibited by repulsive
influences from the two waters also serving as hydrogen bond
donors to O6. Thus, it seems less likely for O6 to attract a proton
than for the water-like surroundings to enable the stability of
the electron adduct.

On the basis of the reasoning above, we propose that the
structure and conditions of entry 10 in Table 4 most accurately

TABLE 2: Computational Results for the Structures Hx-1
0 and Hx-1,-9

-1 Compared with Experimenta,b

Hx-1,-9
-1 experiment Hx-1

0

eigenvectors eigenvectors eigenvectorscoupling
atom iso. dip. 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉 iso. dip. 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉 iso. dip. 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉

-3.77 0.4311 -0.8842 -0.1797 -2.84 0.482 -0.816 -0.318 -2.77 -0.8692 -0.4569 0.1889
HC2 -5.53 -2.00 -0.8669 -0.4612 0.1893 -3.56 -1.87 -0.846 -0.528 0.071 1.55 -1.18 0.2551 -0.7418 -0.6202

5.77 0.2502 -0.0742 0.9653 4.71 0.226-0.235 0.945 3.96 0.4235-0.4909 0.7613

-7.83 0.2939 -0.7784 -0.5547 -8.46 0.304 -0.767 -0.565 -9.17 0.3118 -0.8035 -0.5071
HC8 -12.45 -1.32 -0.8670 -0.4614 0.1882 -16.38 -1.31 -0.853 -0.483 0.198 -15.53 -0.83 -0.8693 -0.4567 0.1891

9.15 0.4024 -0.4256 0.8105 9.76 0.424-0.422 0.801 10.04 0.3835-0.3819 0.8409

-2.80 -0.78 -5.99
N1 0.99 -2.77 3.42 -0.78 3.83 -6.07

5.58 1.56 12.06

-7.17 -8.88 -13.06
N3 4.01 -6.99 12.94 -8.88 9.22 -12.85

14.17 17.76 25.91

-5.26
N7 2.36 -4.97

10.23

a Column headings “iso.” and “dip.” respectively indicate the isotropic and dipolar components of the hyperfine couplings.b All coupling values
are MHz.

TABLE 3: Hyperfine Couplings for R2 Formed in Na +‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O X-Irradiated at 10 K

eigenvectorsa

coupling (line) isotropic valuea,b principal valueb,c 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
-34.89(2) -0.4421 (7) 0.8926 (5) -0.0891 (15)

R21 -21.81(2) -19.43(2) -0.8733 (3) -0.4056 (8) 0.2699 (9)
(line 1) -11.10(2) 0.2048 (8) 0.1972 (16) 0.9588 (5)

-28.17(2) 0.3404 (9) -0.8230 (12) -0.4547 (15)
R22 -14.39(4) -11.60(2) -0.8002 (5) -0.5075 (12) 0.3195 (14)
(line 3) -3.40(2) 0.4937 (7) -0.2551 (15) 0.8314 (6)

8.03 normal to the ring
N7c 3.81 1.69 in the plane of the ring

1.69 in the plane of the ring

eigenvectorsa

directions from crystal structure 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
base perpendicular -0.86845 -0.45239 0.20283
C8-H bond direction 0.36318 -0.30203 0.88141
C2-H bond direction 0.12216 0.15018 0.98108

a Numbers in parentheses are the estimated uncertainties in the respective values as reported by the statistical analysis.b Couplings in MHz.
c See Spectrum Simulation for a description of the method used to evaluate these.
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describesR2 within the host crystal. Additional support for this
conclusion is that the computation on the bent structure of entry
10 not only satisfactorily reproduces the experimental eigen-
values of the HC2 and HC8 couplings, it also reproduces the
eigenvectors to good accuracy. For HC2, the angular differences
between computed and experimental directions (V̂max, V̂mid, and
V̂min, respectively) are 2.2, 4.1, and 4.1°; for HC8, the respective
values are 1.5, 2.4, and 2.7°.

It should be noted that the PCM results are from single-point
calculations using structures optimized in the gas phase. As such,
they are not true equilibrium geometries for these cases.
Nevertheless, the calculations support the identification thatR2
is the product of electron capture by the initially anionic parent
purine moiety. Specifically, the calculations demonstrate that
there exists a geometry and a combination of conditions for
which such a radical ion can exhibit the observed set of
hyperfine couplings. Moreover, the computations indicate that
the observed couplings are strongly affected by the surroundings,
namely the waters, a behavior reasonable for a doubly negative
system where the added electron is expected to be loosely bound.

Radical 3: Unidentified Base-Centered Radical.On the
basis of the EIE patterns shown in Figure 2, coupling 4 was
assigned to radicalR3. It was possible to collect ENDOR data
in three independent planes for this coupling. (Figure S3 of the
Supporting Information shows the angular dependence of this

coupling for three planes.) Line 4 decayed in the range 200-
250 K with no new lines appearing (not shown).

Coupling 4 was identified as an HC8R-coupling sinceV̂min

and V̂mid deviate 9.9° and 3.9° from the crystallographic C8-
HC8 bond direction and the base perpendicular, respectively.
The hyperfine coupling tensor derived from the data is listed
in Table 5. From both the isotropic and dipolar coupling
components, the spin at C8 is estimated to be 0.28 (Qiso ) -70
MHz 15 andQdip

z ) 38.7 MHz15,16). These results also indicate
that the bonds to C8 are coplanar in this product.

Although it is not possible to identifyR3 from coupling 4
alone, we note that a radical with a similar coupling was detected
in the earlier study of anhydrous inosine crystals (labeled RVII
in that study).3 In that case, it was suggested that the radical
was the result of deprotonation at N1 of the initial electron-
loss product. However, based on the analysis ofR1 above, it is
now evident that the product of N1-deprotonation was actually
RI in the earlier work.

Radical R4: Ribose-Centered Radical.Only line 6 could
be attributed to this radical by EIE as is shown in Figure 2.
This low-amplitude line remained stable as crystals were
warmed between10 and 100 K. On warming the crystal from
150 to 260 K, line 6 moved to a slightly lower frequency (not
shown). (Figure S3 of the Supporting Information shows the
angular dependence of this coupling for all three planes.) The

TABLE 4: Computed Results for Various Structures and Conditions Compared to Experimental Results for R2a,b

entry no. structure OPT SP PCM coupling Aiso b- b0 b+

1 experiment HC2 -21.81 -13.08 2.38 10.71
HC8 -14.39 -13.78 2.79 10.99

2 Hx-1
-2 HC2 -12.12 -7.12 0.22 6.90

HC8 47.88 -16.20 -3.63 19.83

3 Hx-1 HC2 17.39 -24.01 -1.99 26.00
HC8 -8.66 -4.99 -0.14 5.13

4 Hx-1,+6
-1 HC2 -16.72 -9.19 -0.21 9.41

HC8 35.09 -18.29 -1.20 19.49

5 Hx-1
-2 + H2O HC2 -15.25 -8.84 0.43 8.41

HC8 45.23 -16.96 -3.35 20.31

6 Hx-1
-2 + H2O + HC2 -25.49 -14.92 1.39 13.53

HC8 -33.81 -19.85 4.15 15.69

7 Hx-1
-2 + + X HC2 -22.91 -12.76 1.03 11.73

HC8 -28.01 -15.76 3.44 12.32

8 Hx-1,+6
-1 + + X HC2 -19.48 -9.92 -0.45 10.37

HC8 -27.40 -14.74 2.05 12.69

9 Hx-1
-2 + H2O + + X HC2 -23.27 -12.52 1.48 11.04

HC8 -29.18 -15.90 4.01 11.89

10 Hx-1
-2, 12° bend + + X HC2 -20.64 -11.50 0.78 10.72

HC8 -15.82 -15.84 3.22 12.62

11 Hx-1,+6
-1 , 8° bend + + X HC2 -18.80 -9.59 -0.45 10.04

HC8 -16.70 -14.47 1.21 13.26

12 Hx-1
-2+ H2O, 12° bend + + X HC2 -21.22 -11.42 1.21 10.21

HC8 -17.28 -15.95 3.70 12.24

a “+” in the OPT column indicates geometries optimized at 6-31+G(d,p); others were optimized at 6-31G(d,p). “+” in the SP column indicates
single-point calculations for EPR parameters using 6-311+G(2d,p); other single-point calculations used 6-311G(2d,p). “X” in the PCM column
indicates a single point calculation using SCRF)PCM keyword.b All coupling values are in MHz.
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corresponding hyperfine coupling tensor, typical for a•CH
R-proton, was calculated from ENDOR data obtained at 10 K
and is listed in Table 6. WithQiso ) -70 MHz,15 the isotropic
coupling indicatesF ) 0.81, and withQdip

z ) 38.7 MHz,15,16

the dipolar component indicatesF ) 0.83. These nearly-identical
values indicate no detectable pyramidal character in the bonding
to the CHR π-fragment.

The eigenvectors associated with line 6 indicate that it is
unlikely to be associated with the purine ring and thus likely to
be from a ribose-centered radical. Such anR-proton coupling
in the ribose could arise from a variety of events, such as
dehydroxylation at C2′ or C3′, cleavage of the C4′-C5′ bond,
net loss of either hydrogen from C5′ (Structure 3a), or cleavage
of the N9-C1′ glycosidic bond (Structure 3b). In all cases, the
resulting radical product is likely to undergo reorientation,
perhaps to a very large degree, since the carbon at the center of
spin will rehybridize to change the bonding geometry from
tetrahedral to more nearly planar. Of the possibilities listed,
radicals from net H loss at C5′ are well-known, while those
from net dehydroxylation at C2′ or C3′ are unlikely since
oxidation typically leads instead to dehydrogenation at C or O
in sugars. In addition, the recent recognition that capture of low-
energy electrons (LEEs) can lead to cleavage of the glycosidic
bond17 makes it important to consider the structure from rupture
of the N9-C1′ bond (see the discussion associated withR1
above). In particular, if the capture of an electron should lead
to cleavage of the glycosidic bond, the greater electron affinity
of the purine component vs the ribose makes the probability

TABLE 5: Hyperfine Couplings for R3 a Formed in Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O X-Irradiated at 10 K

eigenvectorsa

coupling (line) isotropic valuea,b principal valueb,c 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
-31.2 (2) 0.32526 (2) -0.74675(1) -0.58014 (1)

R31 -20.1(2) -19.7 (2) -0.86034 (1) -0.48830 (2) 0.14619 (1)
(line 4) -9.3 (2) 0.39245 (1) -0.45157 (1) 0.80129 (1)

18.6 normal to the ring
N3c 6.22 0 in the plane of the ring

0 in the plane of the ring

21.6 normal to the ring
N7c 7.20 0 in the plane of the ring

0 in the plane of the ring

eigenvectorsa

directions from crystal structure 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
base perpendicular -0.86845 -0.45239 0.20283
C8-H bond direction 0.36318 -0.30203 0.88141
C2-H bond direction 0.12216 0.15018 0.98108

c Numbers in parentheses are the estimated uncertainties in the respective values as reported by the statistical analysis.b Couplings in MHz.
c See Spectrum Simulation for a description of the method used to evaluate these. For these, the analysis gave small imaginary values for the
in-plane components. For this reason, the values were simply set to 0.

TABLE 6: Hyperfine Couplings for R4 a Formed in Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O X-Irradiated at 10 K

eigenvectorsa

coupling (line) isotropic valuea,b principal valueb,c 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
-94.06 (3) 0.6685(3) -0.3286(4) -0.6672(3)

R41 -59.22(3) -56.53 (3) 0.5641(6) 0.8087(4) 0.1668(7)
(line 6) -27.06 (3) 0.4847(2) -0.4879(8) 0.7260(3)

eigenvectorsa

directions from crystal structure 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
C5′-H(C5′a) bond direction -0.23270 0.81832 0.52555
C5′-H(C5′b) bond direction 0.68274 0.67568 -0.27806
C2′-H(C2′) bond direction -0.59281 0.31373 -0.74173
C3′-H(C3′) bond direction -0.35204 -0.67703 -0.64630

a Structure3a. b Couplings in MHz.

TABLE 7: Computational Results for Structures 3a and
3ba,b

eigenvectors

coupling Aiso bdip 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
HC5′ Abstraction (Structure3a)

-35.07 0.7014 -0.4091 0.5837
HC52′ -38.68 -1.65 0.5882 0.7947 -0.1499

36.73 -0.4025 0.4484 0.7981

-6.65 -0.6482 0.3011 0.6994
HC4′ 10.11 -4.04 0.5246 0.8424 0.1235

10.69 0.5520 -0.4470 0.7039

-12.65 -0.5959 0.6763 0.4331
HO5′ -7.46 -9.37 0.7250 0.6850 -0.0720

22.02 0.3453 -0.2711 0.8985

Glycosidic Cleavage (Structure3b)
-32.35 0.9179 0.3568 -0.1734

HC1′ -36.12 -2.11 -0.3792 0.6607 -0.6478
34.46 -0.1166 0.6604 0.7418

-6.02 0.7239 -0.6613 -0.1968
HC2′ 65.31 -3.37 -0.0382 -0.3232 0.9456

9.40 0.6889 0.6770 0.2592

Experiment
-34.84 0.6685 -0.3286 0.6672

line 6 -59.22 3.69 0.5641 0.8087 -0.1668
32.16 -0.4847 0.4879 0.7260

a Computed isotropic coupling values are in the column headed by
Aiso, and dipolar values are in the column labeledbdip. b All coupling
values are given in MHz.
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high that the electronic charge will reside on the purine fragment
with the unpaired spin residing on the ribose. Thus, in an LEE
event, the radical product of glycosidic bond cleavage is most
likely to be a C1′-centered sugar radical.

EigenvectorV̂min of R2 deviates 26.7, 30.4, and 22.4° from
the crystallographic C5′-HC51′ C5′-HC52′, and C1′-HC1′
bond directions, respectively. However, in view of the possibility
for extensive reorientation, these correlations are of uncertain
value. Therefore, we undertook a series of calculations on ribose
structures derived from abstraction of either C5′ hydrogen
(structure3a) or from cleavage of the N9-C1′ glycosidic bond
(structure3b).

In calculating the geometry from C5′ H-abstraction, the
(crystal-based) coordinate set included the purine base but the
positions of all purine atoms were frozen for the optimization.
The objective was to anchor the ribose unit and prevent
unrealistic reorientations. Although it was less clear how to
achieve similar anchoring for the structure from glycosidic
cleavage, we chose to freeze the coordinates of both C5′ and
O5′. Results from the calculations are shown in Table 7. For
HC5′ abstraction, the optimized structures were virtually identi-
cal regardless of the specific H5′ atom omitted from the initial
coordinate set. As well, the results were the same for optimiza-
tion [at 6-31G(d,p)] with or without diffuse functions. With the
primary focus on properties of the calculatedR-coupling
(coupling values and dipolar directions) in comparison to the
experimental results, it is clear that the result from abstraction
of HC5′ provides a better match to the eigenvectors. (The
computed isotropic components of theR-couplings for both
structures are smaller than experiment and reflect a pyramidal
geometry at the center of spin in both optimized geometries.)
As well, this structure predicts a very small CCHâ coupling (to
HC4′) while the C1′-centered structure from glycosidic bond
cleavage predicts aâ-coupling to HC2′ of approximately 65
MHz. In addition, the C5′-centered calculation predicts a highly
anisotropic COHâ coupling. Although we identified no such
coupling, the spectra contain unidentified ENDOR lines around
65 MHz. The corresponding radical centered on C5′ was also
observed in the previous study of inosine whereâ-couplings to
HO5′, C4′, and a δ-coupling to HO3′ were detected and
analyzed.3

Radical 5: C8 H-Addition Radical. Figure 4 shows EPR
and ENDOR spectra recorded after warming a crystal to room
temperature. The EPR is dominated by a 3-line pattern
characteristic of the well-known H-adduct species of which there
can be two forms for inosine: addition at C2 or addition at C8.
From EIE, shown in Figure 5, ENDOR lines 8-10 were
assigned toR5, and Table 8 shows hyperfine tensors from these.
(Figure S4, Supporting Information shows the angular depen-
dence of these couplings for all three planes.) Coupling 8, from
a nonexchangeable proton, is a typical C2-H R-coupling with
eigenvectors for the minimum and intermediate principal values
deviating only 0.7° and 0.3° from the C2-H bond direction

and the base-perpendicular, respectively. WithQiso of -70
MHz15 the spin density at C2 is estimated as 0.19.

Coupling 8 unambiguously identifiesR5 as the C8 H-addition
radical shown in structure4. (This radical was also present

immediately after irradiation at 6 K, as indicated by the presence
of line 8 in Figure 1b. However, at 6 K the intensity of line 8
was much less than at room temperature.) Coupling tensorsR52

and R53 are due to interactions with the twoâ-methylene
protons at C8. Theâ-methylene couplings are nearly equal,
indicating dihedral angles near 30°. The magnitudes of the
hyperfine couplings are very similar to those of adenine C8
H-addition radicals (9-methyladenine23 and deoxyadenosine
monohydrate24,25).

It was not possible to obtain enough data to calculate a
coupling tensor for line 11. This line must arise from a coupling
to HC2, HC8, or a proton in the sugar since sodium inosine
has no hydrogens at N1, N7, or N9. One possibility is that its
source is the HC8 coupling from the C2 H-addition radical.

Spectrum Simulations.Gaussian calculations on radicalsR1
and R2 discussed above predicted sufficient nitrogen spin
density to affect the EPR patterns. Consequently, recreation of
the EPR patterns, individually and in combination, with
spectrum simulation techniques serves as confirmation of the
radical structures proposed above. In addition, successful
simulations will also provide an estimate of the relative
populations of each radical form. Overall EPR patterns from
the Na+•Inosine-‚2.5H2O crystals were compact at most ori-
entations, indicating limited contributions from nitrogen hyper-
fine couplings. Nevertheless, some orientations showed clear
indication of nitrogen contributions.

Figure 4. (a) EPR (second derivative) and (b) ENDOR from
Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O recorded at room temperature with the external
field parallel to the〈c〉 axis. At this position the magnetic field was
approximately in the ring plane for one magnetic site. The arrow in
the EPR spectrum indicates the magnetic field setting for the ENDOR
scan.
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Our approach to the simulations was as described previously.5

The nitrogen couplings listed in the tables above were obtained
with those methods by simulating the EPR at three magnetic
field positions: field along〈a〉, 〈b〉, and in the ring plane for
rotation about〈a〉. Figure 6 shows simulated and the experi-
mental spectra for three different magnetic field orientations.
The simulations indicated relative radical concentrations as
follows: R1 ) 55.7%,R2 ) 23.6%,R3 ) 15.0%, andR4 )
5.7%. Because the relatively low-resolution character of the
spectra makes the uncertainty in these results high, they should
be considered only as estimates.

Discussion: Proton-Transfer Behavior

A central focus of this series of studies is identification and
description of the proton-transfer behavior of the primary ionized
molecular species. Proton transfers are an important stage in
the evolution of radiation-induced damage. They are slower than
electron transfers, but the stability of primary ionic species can
be determined by whether intermolecular proton transfers occur
before electron-hole recombination.2 If recombination occurs

first, there will be no lasting effects of the ionization; however
if proton transfers occur before recombination, the ionization
produces neutral radicals which cansand willsreact further to
produce the ultimate chemical consequences of ionization.

Because of their far greater mass, protons are much less
mobile than electrons. Thus, at the experimental temperatures
for this study (10 K), the most probable proton transfers are
those between neighbors, and hydrogen bonds are most probable
routes. Structure5 indicates the arrangement of hydrogen bonds

and close contacts in the Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O crystals. (In the
crystal, all available hydrogen bond acceptors and donors
participate in hydrogen bonds or close associations.) Particularly
notable points are as follows: (1) the Na+ ion, strongly
associated with the waters in the vicinity of sugar O5′, is 3.9 Å
from N1 and is more that 4.0 Å from other base atoms; (2) N1,
the deprotonated site, is hydrogen-bonded/closely associated
with a water proton at the distance of 2.051 Å; (3) the shortest
hydrogen bond is between O6 and HO2′ of a neighboring
molecule (1.768 Å); (4) O6 accepts a second hydrogen bond
from a water proton (the “0.5” water) with the length 1.927 Å
and is closely associated with a hydrogen from still another
water (d ) 2.579 Å); (5) N3 accepts an intramolecular hydrogen
bond from HO5′ (1.982 Å).

TABLE 8: Hyperfine Couplings for R5 a Formed in Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O X-Irradiated at Room Temperature

eigenvectorsa

coupling (line) isotropic valuea,b principal valueb,c 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
-20.88(2) -0.473(2) 0.877(1) -0.087(2)

R51 -13.51(2) -13.41(2) 0.874(1) 0.454(2) -0.172(2)
(line 8) -6.24(2) 0.112(2) 0.158(3) 0.981(0)

112.70(2) 0.816(1) -0.311(5) 0.488(1)
R52 107.26(2) 105.29(2) 0.051(2) -0.802(5) -0.595(8)
(line 9) 103.79(2) 0.576(1) 0.511(6) -0.638(6)

118.70(2) 0.068(2) -0.748(12) 0.660(7)
R53 113.32(2) 111.27(2) 0.493(0) 0.600(4) 0.629(8)
(line 10) 109.94(2) 0.867(0) -0.283(6) -0.410(9)

eigenvectorsa

directions from crystal structure 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉
base perpendicular -0.86845 -0.45239 0.20283
C8-H bond direction 0.36318 -0.30203 0.88141
C2-H bond direction 0.12216 0.15018 0.98108

a Structure4. b Numbers in parentheses are the estimated uncertainties in the respective values as reported by the statistical analysis.c Couplings
in MHz.

Figure 5. EPR (top) and EIE responses (lower 5) from each ENDOR
line shown in Figure 4b. The EIE patterns are similar for all ENDOR
lines except line 11. Lines 9a and 9b are the same coupling but from
radicals in the two distinct magnetic sites. Since line 9 is more
anisotropic than the other two, slight misorientation leads to doubling
of the lines as seen in Figure 4b. (The EPR line near 8550 G is from
the MgO:Cr3+ reference sample.).
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In the discussion above, the conclusions were that radicals
R1 and R2 are the primary electron-loss and electron-gain
products of the hypoxanthine base. It is unusual for the primary
products to be stabilized in crystals without intermolecular
proton transfers. Qualitative summaries of several studies in fact
concluded that product stabilization depended on hydrogen
bonding networks allowing concerted proton transfers which
move the net charge two or more molecules away.24,25 In the
Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O system, the absence of a proton at N1 in
the parent structure renders the purine base without protons
capable of serving as hydrogen bond donors. However, previous
work led to the suggestion that cytosine and adenine nucleotides
would deprotonate at C1′ under conditions inhibiting to depro-
tonation from the base.25,26 It is therefore notable in this case
that R1 was detected as the product of one-electron oxidation
and no evidence was detected for the product of HC1′
abstraction. Likewise, the evidence forR2 indicates shallow
trapping of the electron. The indicated environmental effects
on the hyperfine couplings suggests trapping somewhat like that
reported previously for electrons in sugars.27 In this case, rather
than being trapped interstitially, the electron is trapped by the
molecule itself. However, the molecule is within surroundings
somewhat like that created by the polyhydroxy environment
establishing the electron traps in sugars. Thus, rather than being
localized, the electron is “lightly attached” to the molecular
framework and the unpaired spin is delocalized around the
hypoxanthine unit. With this arrangement, the local electric
fields generated by the anionic character of the surrounding
molecules evidently establishes a marginally stable trapping site
for additional negative charge in the Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O
system.

Summary and Conclusions

In summary, upon X irradiation at 10 K, the
Na+‚Inosine-‚2.5H2O system stabilized five radical products,
four of which could be identified from the EPR/ENDOR data.
R1 was the product of electron loss from the initially anionic
N1-deprotonated hypoxanthine unit. As such, this product is
equivalent to the N1-deprotonated electron-loss product of
hypoxanthine. On the basis of the similarity of hyperfine
couplings,R1 is apparently the same as an unidentified product

previously reported from X irradiated inosine;3 therefore, these
results allow that product to be identified.R2 was the product
of electron gain by the initially anionic hypoxanthine unit.
Unusual aboutR1 and R2 in this crystal system is that they
were primary electron-loss and electron-gain products stabilized
without intermolecular proton transfers. Warming the crystals
to ca. 50 K led to simultaneous disappearance of both, probably
by electron-hole recombination.R3 could not be identified.
On the basis of its single hyperfine coupling and computational
modeling,R4 was identified as the product of net dehydroge-
nation from C5′ of the ribose unit.R5, detected at low
temperature but studied at room temperature, was identified as
the product of net hydrogen addition to C8.

Of these, the most unusual wasR2. Its identification as the
primary electron-gain product of the initially anionic purine
parent was established primarily on the basis of a computational
model including the host environment. The model yielding
results most compatible with experiment indicated that the
unpaired electron of the doubly negative product was weakly
bound making the observable hyperfine parameters strongly
affected by the dielectric properties of the surroundings. As well,
the experimental results indicated nonplanarity of the bonds to
HC8, a property supported by the computations on structures
with artificially adjusted geometries. However, the structural
model providing computational couplings (coupling values and
characteristic directions) most compatible with experiment was
not that of full geometry optimization under the set of conditions
indicated by the analysis. This indicates that further development
of computational methodology is necessary for successful ab
initio description of molecular systems such asR2 within their
host environment.
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